Quantum Key Distribution Algorithm for Network Security
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Abstract: Quantum computing computes using superposition principles and entanglement principles that are the part of quantum. Quantum computers are used to solve certain problems that cannot be solved using classical computers. The most widely using quantum models are quantum circuit uses qubits or quantum bits. In cryptography, Quantum cryptography provides more security than classical methods. Shor’s algorithm and Grover’s algorithm are mainly used methods for quantum cryptography. The encryption and decryption is done using Rectilinear bases or Diagonal bases in random manner. The Quantum key distribution QKD is a symmetric encryption key distribution method. The important feature of QKD is authentication and confidentiality. Public key protocol and a symmetric secret key is used to provide quantum safe key exchange and guarantee for long term communication in the network. In the proposed system, the Morse code is used for encryption and decryption. The Morse code used to encrypt bits as light photons that are required for quantum key distribution.
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1. Introduction

Important for our day to day communication over various network need security and cryptography. The classical encryption method used for traditional networks have various types of attacks which cannot be used for quantum computers and traditional method have complex mathematical calculation. The QKD system does not have any complex computations and provide security for quantum computers. QKD is mainly used to find eavesdropper in the network. The secret key between the sender and receiver is shared over the established channel. There are various types of QKD protocols which depends on modulation techniques, encryption and decryption method and the way quantum channel is established. The first QKD protocol uses discrete variable and convert it using photon polarization known as DVQKD, which is further developed into a BB84 protocol. In the BB84 protocol, single state polarization has been used to encrypt the random bits as qubits have four different representation. These qubit representations depend on the diagonal or the rectilinear bases. In encryption and decryption, the bases are selected in a random manner that measure the photon states. All these communication are done through the physical channel. The agreement about the bases are shared between sender and receiver. The bits with different bases are deleted and the key have been generated and checked for correctness which checks for any loss in the information. The BB84 protocol is simplified as the B92 protocol which uses two states instead of four states. The eavesdropper has some prior knowledge about the way to listen to the information that is to be transmitted.

Another method to generate secret is entanglement of bits. The QKD protocol for continuous variables have been generated by using CVQKD which is more convenient that is of two types one-way and two-way systems. In one-way CVQKD approach, the transmission occurs only from the sender to the receiver but in two-way CVQKD approach the receiver also starts communication after receiving the message sender sends secret along with the received message.

The quantum key distribution QKD is used to provide a secured key two different nodes that are located in different remote locations. The QKD provides better security than classical system.

2. Related Works:

Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard created the BB84 [1] quantum key distribution scheme in 1984. The sender generates two random strings and receiver analyses the strings. Before and after the calculation, qubits check for similarity. The quantum channel is accurate, if less than a reasonable threshold disagrees, and the shared key bits can be retrieved using the remaining bits. The author proposed a security protocol for efficient secured key management using QKG-AKA [2] mechanism. This reduce the probability of attacking by various attackers.

A security protection mode based on Power QKD [3] technology is proposed. At the same time, a new generation of QKD-based data protection transmission architecture is being developed for dispatch automation, delivery automation, electricity data collection, and video conferencing. In a multi-party environment, a primitive key establishment is required for establishing secure channels [4]. The Key establishment can only be done without quantum mechanics if some computational issue is difficult. The communication can be easily eavesdropped and can be recorded. But the confidentiality has to be maintained to avoid the damage caused by algorithmic and computational private channel secret. The AVISPA tool is developed to address the false base station attack [5] using AKA protocol for handover.
One of the major advantages of 5G network is wide access, availability and connectivity. As many devices connected to the network which leads to jamming effect. To reduce jamming effect author adopted integration of Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) that is known as Dual – Homed Switching Network (DSN) [6]. For all cellular communication networks, DSN provides an advanced authentication mechanism.

To improve the authentication scheme by providing Extensible Authentication protocol authentication and key agreement (EAP - AKA) [7] protocol which uses permanent name and one – way hash function to improve authentication in Mobile Edge computing (MEC) servers. The privacy [8] of the environment in SDN and NFV has to be maintained.

The Kolmogorov – Smirnov (K-S) hypothesis test [9] is introduced for efficient and quick handover authentication in physical layer. A new age called the Internet of Things IoT starts with the 5G network along with the wireless sensor network. An authenticated key management is an essential for secured communication in MEC servers. The privacy [8] of the environment in SDN and NFV has to be maintained.

The standard power system creates a network protection system to improve security by using security equipment such as firewalls, intrusion detection schemes [11] and encryption devices to ensure the secure transmission of data to a certain level. The keys are updated to improve the security but updating rate is low which reduces the data transmission security. In terms of the hidden danger of being stolen from traditional key online transmission, the system's reliability and timeliness are insufficient, and its security efficiency is further harmed. The author introduces a two factor authentication and key management system [12]. The user privacy and shared authentication is used as two factors with the ability to withstand many attacks.

Due to frequent handover unnecessary latency raises in the network which is overcome by weighted secure-context information enable fast authentication scheme by using Neyman Pearson (NP) hypothesis test [13] that enhances accurate authentication and reduce time delay. In collaboration with European Training Network (ETN) committed to create a secure network coding by reducing the energy used in the small cells [14]. The mobile small cells are replaced by the use of Femtocells. The information of the users are maintained secret using lightweight security framework. The key management between the users in the network is the major issue. A shared secret key is established using an unsafe wireless medium. The secret has been ensured by using Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes [15]. This scheme works in the presence of the eavesdropper.

The weight of the secure context information SCI is used in the network to improve the performance of the network by reducing latency and improving accuracy [17]. This is used for fast authentication in HeNet. The handover authentication schemes used in the classic network produce high latency and complexity. The author introduces a Decentralized Key management scheme [16] which distributes certificate authority function by threshold secret sharing. Every node has the master private key, which provide certificate to the node which can be used “anywhere, anytime” in the network.

The network's protection is a vital feature that must be maintained. The evolved packet system authentication and Key agreement (EPS-AKA) frameworks are essential security frameworks in the LTE platform [20]. The EPS-AKA algorithm is considered as important and permanent solution to provide security in LTE but it has as a drawback of using one permanent key for generating the entire future key. The EPS-AKA is the approach used to overcome authentication delay and reduce message overhead by getting authentication from foreign networks which reduces the cost of operation. In LTE communication, handover and key exchange between the users has less security. In order to provide secured handover the elliptic curve cryptography algorithm based proxy signature [21] is used which reduces the computational cost.

3. Proposed Work:
FIG 1: QKD ARCHITECTURE

The qubits are used to provide quantum channel for communication. These qubits are of two states as 1 or 0. Qubits are mentioned in two different fashion as diagonal arrows and upward/downward arrows. The information that has been transmitted are encrypted as qubits and transmitted in quantum channel. At the receiver, the qubits are decrypted in a random manner. The Quantum key Distributor have been used in between the sender and the receiver. The distributor checks for matching between the sender message and receiver message. The encrypted and decrypted message should match at least for 50%. If they are matched for 50%, then the channel is marked as quantum channel, which is used as secured channel for future communication. If the match is less than 50%, then the third party had been interrupted the communication and the information have been changed so the channel as to be changed for further communication[22]

From fig 1, The Sender and Receiver communication consists of two components that are a server and a client. Clients submit requests to the server, and the server responds to the client's requests. Typically, both the client and server interact through a computer network that they can reside in the same system or different system.

1. The Python function socket.gethostname() returns the current system's host name, which is used to run the Python interpreter. This Python function can be used in combination with socket.gethostbyname() to obtain the local host's IP address.
2. The bind() method on a server binds it to a particular ip address and port address, allowing it to listen for incoming requests on that ip address and port address.
3. Listen() is a method on a server that places it in listen mode. This enables the server to track and respond to incoming connections.
4. Accept() is a server method that returns an open connection between the server and the client, as well as the client's address.
5. When communication with a client is finished, the connection needs to be cleaned up using close()

Creating Sender:

We need to build an instance of the Socket class in order to create a server application. Here, for communication between the client and the server, we use the 5000 port number. Any other port number can be selected as well. The accept() mechanism is waiting for the client. When clients connect to the required port number, the Socket instance is returned.

Creating receiver:

We need to create an instance of the Socket class to create a client application. Here, we need to enter the server's IP address or hostname, and a port number. We use "localhost" here, since our server operates on the same device as ours.
From fig. 2, Alice sends request for connection through the channel to the Bob. The response for the Alice’s request is send back from the Bob which also checks the connection status to connect for communication. These process occurs in classic channel. The quantum channel is been established if connection is been successfully done without any loss to the data. The quantum channel is used for secured communication. The Alice and Bob share a secret key which is used as the private key for further communication.

Message encryption
The authentic message encoded as bit string. To encode letters, Sender used Morse code. However, as Sender could only send zeros and ones, sender encoded as follows
1. One is short mark, dot(.) or "dit" and other is long mark, dash(-) or "dah".
2. After every dit or dah, there is a one dot duration or one unit log gap.
3. Between every letter, there is a short gap.
4. Between every word, there is a medium gap.
5. When encoding is changed to binary, the short mark(dot) is denoted by 1 and the long mark(dash) is denoted by 111.
6. The intra character gap between letters is represented by 0.
7. The short gap is represented by 00 and the medium gap by 000.

BB84 protocol:
The steps of the BB84 protocol the first step, the sender choose the message as bit, k and choose one random bit string, b. The sender encodes the qubit in the standard basis. When representing each basis with two perpendicular arrows, where the two distinct bases are rotated by 45, this becomes more illustrative. The encoding of each qubit would therefore look like the following: D-basis: Diagonal basis and R-basis: Rectilinear basis. After encoding the ‘n’ qubits, Sender sends the qubits to receiver. The receiver also generates a random bit string bi consisting of ‘n’ bits that determines in which bases going to perform measurements. The receiver stores the outcomes of the measurements ki together with the corresponding basis bits bi in a table. Next, Sender and receiver compare their basis bits b and bi. Whenever bi is not equal to b, the receiver measured in a different basis than sender’s qubit was encoded with probability 1/2. Sender and Receiver therefore discard all key bits corresponding to these basis bits. If b is equal to bi, the qubit is prepared and calculated on the same basis, so the receiver will get the key bit encoded by the sender, k = ki writing the hidden key (unless someone eavesdropped)

Message decryption
In a first step, the encrypted bits are converted to actual bits. Then the bits are converted to Morse code. Finally translated to authentic message.

4. Results:
In fig. 3, the server tries to establish a connection with the client as per request from the client.

In fig. 4, if the server accepts the request the connection is been established.
In fig. 5, after the connection is established the communication begins. The message from the client to the server is sent as the encrypted message which is transmitted as photons in random rectilinear or diagonal bases which are converted as secured key bits. The server receives these secure key bits which is further decrypted in similar random rectilinear or diagonal bases and the original message is retrieved.

In fig. 6, the sender sends some secret message back to the client which is also encrypted and decrypted at the receiver end in same random rectilinear or diagonal bases and the original message is retrieved.

**Conclusion:**

The QKD algorithm is used to improve security in the communication system. The QKD generates light photons for encryption and decryption in the random rectilinear and diagonal bases. The approach improves the security of quantum computers than the security in the classical computers. The Morse code used for the encryption and decryption is more effective to change bits into light photons in the wireless system.
communication between the server and the server and the client is been established and data can be transmitted. Further, the algorithm can be applied to the network of any types.
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